
DELIVERYADDRESSCHECK
Having the textual content of an address validated – for example, ba-
sed on its plausibility – is now possible. The innovative DeliveryAddres-
sCheck service from Regis24 protects your business from delivery ad-
dress fraud and also your offer from being purchased on account. 

� validating of the textual content of new customers’ declared deli-
very, invoice or residential addresses

� higher acceptance rate of reviewed new customers

� minimising the risk of fraud, particularly in the area of fraud 
through the use of fake identities or addresses

� maximum transparency: including delivery of statistical indicators 
to your in-house fraud system upon request

� problem-free and rapid integration thanks to up-to-date APIs via 
the GraphQL interface

� real-time solutions with excellent scalability and longer running 
times

� efficient	 risk	 management	 due	 to	 economical	 and	 fast	 identity	
comparison

� integrate your individual workflows completely smoothly with 
the GraphQL API

� pricing on a per enquiry basis and with no licensing expenses

� no minimum purchase or minimum contract period

� established	and	certified	since	2003

YOUR ADVANTAGES WITH THE DELIVERYADDRESSCHECK:



030 44350 240           sales@regis24.de

REGIS24’S DELIVERYADDRESS CHECK IN DETAIL:

� with the help of a state of the art GraphQL interface, your 
system starts its enquiries on the basis of pre-provided indi-
cators like name, date of birth, and address

� there are absolutely no restrictions on the number of addres-
ses that can be checked at the same time, since the GraphQl 
technology can handle several subsidiary enquiries for the 
same	field

� for the Regis24 DeliveryAddressCheck your query is equally 
valid whether it applies to a full address or to a fragment of 
a delivery, residence or invoice address

� the IdentConnect technology examines, practically in real 
time, matches to the queried identity in connection with the 
address in diverse Regis24 databases, including Regis HIVE

�	 our	confirmation	of	a	delivery	address	is	sent	back	to	your	
system, whether an address (or a part of it) is already known 
for a queried identity or not 

STATISTICAL VALUE FOR YOUR OWN ANTI-FRAUD SYS-
TEM TOO: WITH IDENTITYCHECK AS A PRECONFIGURED 
COMPONENT OF DELIVERYADDRESS CHECK.

In contrast to our competitors, IdentityCheck from Regis24 also 
makes available to your own in-house system the statistical in-
dicators underlying the result. This means that your anti-fraud 
engine can make much more accurate and actionable decisions 
as a result of the Regis24-derived data values transferred to you 
– such as quantitative and qualitative assessments of reliability 
with regard to an identity – with no additional costs. 

Currently, Regis24's Delivery Address Check can successfully 
validate the address of >70% of adults in e-commerce:

Let the Regis24 experts advise you personally:
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